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‘To all whomiit may concern: ' 

Be it known that I, GERTRUDE Baneeann, a citizen 
of the United States, residing at Chicago, in the county 
of Cook and State of Illinois, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Corsets, of which the fol 
lowing is a speci?cation. ' > ' - . 

This invention relates to corsets, and comprises a 
combined corset and waist, the distinguishing features 

' 'of which are that the part above the waist is without 
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steels or the like and consequently exerts no pressure 
on or contraction of the chest, the lower part, however, 
being formed with steels and adapted to ?t around be 
low the waist and to con?ne the abdomen and form a 
support for the skirts.’ The upper and lower parts of 
the article are connected by elastic straps which in a 
measure support the back, and will allowjfree move 
ment in all directions. The connecting straps between 
the upper and lower parts can be adjusted to vary the 
distance between the parts and the position of the upper 
part with respect to the lower, and thereby supporting 
the bust in any desired position. i _‘ 
The invention is illustrated in the accompanying 

drawings, in which ; V ‘ ' 

~ view. 7 p ‘ , , 

Referring speci?cally to the drawings, ‘6 indicates the 
back of the waist or upper body part. This is prefer-J 
ably’ formed of a single piece which extends across the 
back 'and is extended atthe top to form shoulder straps 
7 which are stitched or connected to the front pieces 8. 
These fronts have shirr strings and casings, indicated at 
9, at the top and bottom, which strings may be drawn ‘ 
up to gather the fronts to ?t the wearer. These parts 
form an upper body or waist which contains no steels 
or rigid pieces, but which is made simply of ordinary 
fabric, thereby causing no pressure on the chestand , 
permitting of easy breathing and movement. 
The lower part 10 of the device is the ordinary form 

and construction of the lower part or-half of a corset. 
It does not extend up higher than'the waist. It has 
steels or stiffeners 12 at the front, to bear upon the ab~ 
domen, and. is laced at theback as at 13 and clasped at 

Figure 1 is a bout view thereof. Fig. 2 is a back 

the front as at 14, as usuaL, A side steel 16 is also pret 
erably provided, at the side of the hips. - r I 
The elastic connection between the waist and th 

lower part is made at the back, by means of elastic 
straps 17 which are sewed at their upper ends to the 
‘back of the waist and connected at their lower ends to 
tabs 18, which are provided with one of the members 
of the ordinary head and socket or snap fasteners indi 
cated at 19, the other members of which are secured to 
the material of the corset 110. These straps cross each ' 
other at or about the waist, being connected across at 
the angle‘ so that the wearer may bend to either side 
without inconvenience and without unusual tension on 
the straps. \The adjustment at the fasteners 19 may be 

' changed, to draw the back of the waist down closer to 
‘ the corset, and when this is done the effect, 'in conse 
quence of the shoulder straps 7, is to draw up or lift the 
front part of the waist, which supports the bust, which 
can thus be worn as high or low as desired. ' . . 

It will be seen that the device does not interfere in 
the least with iree movement at or about the waist, or 
or above the same. At the same time the advantages of 
‘the lower part of a corset are retained, including a sup 
port for the hips and for the skirts and other clothes of 

' . the wearer. The chest is not contracted or constricted, 
consequently the article‘ is hygenic as well as comfort 
vable. Easy breathing is permitted which is impossible 
vwith corsets where the steels run up to the bust. The 
device is also capable of easy and convenient use for 
‘nursing mothers, since the waist can be opened without 
disturbing the lower part. 
Iclaim: _ 

A garment comprising a waist having an upper un 
sti?ened‘ part or waist having shoulder straps and a 
.shir'red front, a separate lower stiffened part ?tting the 
hips of-pthe wearer, and adjustable elastic straps at the 
back, connecting the said parts. ' 

In testimony whereot'I a?i'x my signature, in presence 
of two witnesses. 

. GERTRUDE BERGGREN. 

' Witnesses : 

Nanmsi Fam'srioo, _ 
WM. J. ROBINSON. 
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